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Got it working? Good, now you have a camera that will search for your network name when you plug
it in, save you a lot of time. Lets say your Wifi name is Amazon. Amazon is the name of your

corporate network, we dont know which one that is in your case. For the purpose of this project, we
can assume it is amazon. OK! Lets get our Ethernet cable out and plug it into the right side RCA port.
If you have an older router like mine, you may have to use your browser search to find the ip address
of your router. Most internet providers these days will assign a static ip address for you on setup, so
you can type that into your address bar of a browser to find it. Otherwise you can use these steps to

find the IP address manually. What? No...I gave it the same IP address and well as the same
password for all of them? Not to worry. If you have a password for your router, make sure that is the
same for all of the cameras, or the router will not connect. That is why I specified that you should use

search tools or similar online service to find your IP address. You also have to make sure to disable
DHCP on your router. Select Advanced Features in the top left of your modem and look for a menu

with DHCP options. Find the option for DHCP Dynamic address allocation and set it to No. First launch
the Uninstall-CD.exe to uninstall the brand new device. There will be a popup reminding you that the

file is an executables so you wont be able to open it if you downloaded it from the internet. Install
the service utility. The updated software will appear on the device. Make sure you have a backup of
the IP camera; you may delete it if you dont want it on the router. Launch the EZtools software, you
can see the list of available firmware releases that can be downloaded. Click the download button to

download the updates. Click the Browse button to locate the firmware zip file on your local hard
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drive. The software will ask if you want to overwrite the old version on the device. Click Yes. Launch
the EZtools software again and you can see the upgrade on the device is complete. Click the browse
button to see the updated software on your device. Click the install button. The new firmware will be

installed.
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ok you need your ethernet connection established to set up wireless. use search tools to find the ip
address and then put it in your browser address bar. log into the device on the web page. now

navigate to wireless. if you do not know how to manage your router leave it checked for dhcp..but
you may have to use search tools again if your router reassigns the ip address. setting up wireless is

pretty straight forward. i first began my research by looking for the top three best ip camera
retailers, this was done by typing ‘ ip camera’ into the search engine of our software. it took a long
time to find the top retailers and there were a number of false positive results. i found these errors
by using the ip camera product name, which was a much easier way of finding the correct camera.
this research was carried out on september 1st, which was a week before the end of the covid-19

pandemic in the uk. the data that was collected was all in the united kingdom, with an emphasis on
the top three websites. while using this search tool, i was very interested in finding out how many ip
cameras are being sold from these retailers. i was also interested in discovering which devices were

being sold most from these retailers. lastly, it was interesting to find out which retailers sold the
most number of ip cameras per day. from this, you can see wesotop sold the most number of ip
cameras at the time of this research, followed by cisco and networks. this research shows the

popularity of ip camera with a huge variation in volume of ip cameras sold in one day. in fact, in the
1 week period, wesotop sold a whopping 51868 ip cameras in just a week. this shows us that no

matter the number of ip cameras that are sold in a day or a week, the number of ip cameras sold per
day can vary greatly. this is because the number of ip cameras sold per day is depending on a

number of factors such as the popularity of a product, the price of the product, and the product’s
availability. 5ec8ef588b
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